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Chess is a game that has captured the minds and hearts of millions around the
world. It is not just a game of skill and strategy, but also a battle of wits and
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intellect. Understanding the foundations of chess strategy is crucial for any
aspiring chess player, and one book that stands out in this regard is "Foundations
Of Chess Strategy" by Lars Bo Hansen.

Why "Foundations Of Chess Strategy"?

When it comes to learning chess strategy, there is no shortage of books, courses,
and resources available. However, what sets "Foundations Of Chess Strategy"
apart is its comprehensive approach to the subject matter.
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Written by Lars Bo Hansen, a renowned Grandmaster and chess coach, this
book provides a solid foundation in the fundamental principles of chess strategy.
Hansen's extensive experience and expertise shine through as he explains
complex concepts in a clear and concise manner, making it accessible to both
beginners and experienced players.

The book covers various topics, from pawn structure to piece placement, from
attacking to defending, and much more. Each concept is explained in detail, with
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numerous examples and diagrams that help illustrate the ideas and reinforce the
learning process.

What Makes It Unique?

One of the standout features of "Foundations Of Chess Strategy" is its emphasis
on the decision-making process. Hansen not only teaches the principles of chess
strategy but also guides the reader on how to think strategically during a game.

The book dives deep into the thought process of a chess player, teaching readers
how to evaluate positions, formulate plans, and make the right moves based on
the given circumstances. This aspect of the book is invaluable as it helps players
develop a strategic mindset that can be applied to their own games.

Highlights of "Foundations Of Chess Strategy"

Lars Bo Hansen's book is packed with insightful content that will transform your
approach to chess strategy. Here are some of the highlights:

1. Pawn Structure: Learn how different pawn structures impact your strategy
and how to leverage them to your advantage.

2. Piece Placement: Understand the importance of piece coordination and
positioning for launching successful attacks and mounting effective defenses.

3. Endgame Strategy: Master the art of maneuvering and exploiting
weaknesses in endgame scenarios to secure victories.

4. Tactical Awareness: Improve your tactical vision and become adept at
spotting tactical opportunities to gain material and positional advantages.

5. Strategic Planning: Develop long-term strategies, formulate plans, and
learn how to adapt these plans based on the changing dynamics of the
game.



Who Can Benefit from "Foundations Of Chess Strategy"?

Whether you are an absolute beginner or an experienced player looking to
elevate your game, "Foundations Of Chess Strategy" is a must-read. The clear
and concise explanations make it accessible to beginners, while the depth of
analysis and strategic insights provide valuable lessons for advanced players as
well.

If you are looking to enhance your understanding of chess strategy or are
preparing for a tournament, this book will undoubtedly equip you with the
necessary knowledge and skills to succeed.

In

"Foundations Of Chess Strategy" by Lars Bo Hansen is a masterpiece that offers
a comprehensive guide to understanding and applying the core principles of
chess strategy. Its engaging writing style, thorough explanations, and practical
examples make it an essential resource for chess enthusiasts of all levels.

So, if you are passionate about chess and want to sharpen your strategic thinking
and decision-making skills, be sure to grab a copy of "Foundations Of Chess
Strategy" today! Trust me, it's a book you'll keep coming back to for years to
come.
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Applying Business Methods to Chess Preparation and Training

Chess is a game where profound strategic thinking must be allied with clever
short-term tactics. Most previous works on chess strategy focused on specific
strategic elements, but Lars Bo Hansen’s aims here are different. He creates a
framework in which these various elements can be systematically included and
organized – a framework that will help chess-players know how to think about
chess strategy during practical play.

The theory of business strategy is extensively developed, and Hansen adopts the
novel approach of investigating whether any of the vast amounts of research and
modelling done for business purposes can be applied in chess. He finds that
there are indeed many useful parallels, and focuses on how these ideas can be
used to good effect by chess-players both in their preparation and when making
over-the-board decisions.

This unique new approach to chess strategy, written by a grandmaster who is
also an expert in the theory of business strategy, covers topics including:

What is chess strategy?

The factors shaping chess strategy

The opponents: The role of the human factor in chess

Characteristics of Reflectors

Characteristics of Theorists

Characteristics of Pragmatics
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Characteristics of Activists

Environmental factors

Lars Bo Hansen is a well-known grandmaster from Denmark. He has won the
Danish Championship on two occasions, and represented his country in four
olympiads, winning a bronze medal for his individual performance in 1990. His
many tournament victories include first prize in the strong Copenhagen Open in
both 1997 and 2000. Away from the board, he teaches and lectures on business
studies, with a particular focus on marketing, organization and strategy.

“Overall, many may well find this work to be rather groundbreaking and just as
original and practically useful as The Seven Deadly Chess Sins or as
Yermolinsky’s superb The Road to Chess Improvement.” - IM Richard Palliser,
www.yorkshirechess.org.uk

“Hansen is full of insights, clearly interested in his subject, and capable of finding
original ways to describe the game. This is a unique book, and I can
unequivocally recommend Foundations of Chess Strategy to all mid-level players
and above” – IM John Watson, www.jeremysilman.com

“no less an author than Garry Kasparov himself is now promising a book on
applying the principles of chess to the business world (Hansen in reverse) so the
idea has clearly caught on.” – Andy Mack, Weekend Chess

“Lars Bo thankfully reminds us that business science is far from exact. His
approach is instructive and makes a great framework for revelling in the styles
and games of lots of great players while discussing your problems.” – IM Craig
Pritchett, The Herald



“This book will help those who want to know their own ability and from that devise
openings and strategies.” – Harry Schaak, KARL

“a thought provoking, entertaining and enjoyable book that will serve you well.” –
Michael Blake, IECG Newsletter
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Roman comedy, cherished for its wit and satire, was a staple of ancient
Roman theater. The incredible stagecraft and performances of Roman
comedies provided an entertaining...
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Once upon a time in a small town, a tiny stray cat named Hongou
entered my life and changed it forever. This is the heartwarming story of
our incredible journey, filled with...
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